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This file is not a free upgrade from version 2.0 or earlier versions. You will need a Password and an
NTSYSpc version 2.0 registration serial number in order to run this program. Save the file (ntinst.exe)

to disk into a temporary directory and run it by double clicking on it. This will start the installation
process once you enter a Password (the unlocking code that came with your CD). The install program
will also request a registration serial number that was also provided with the CD. The 'Updates' topic
in the help file describes the changes that were made in this version. Download (4.7MB). Check the

Frequently Asked Questions file for answers to common questions about NTSYSpc. Statistical
analysis Morphological data To visualize the existing relationships between the accessions of the

common bean from the semi-arid Mexican high plateau and the external sample groups, the
morphoagronomic data were used to create a matrix of quantitative and standardized qualitative
data. This matrix was used to build a dendrogram based on the similarity coefficient for multistate

variables described by Rogers & Tanimoto (1960) and the unweighted pair group method with
arithmetic mean algorithm. To corroborate the interrelationships between the common bean

samples, a tridimensional graphical representation was built using principal coordinate analysis
(PCooA) with the similarity coefficient of Rogers & Tanimoto (1960). The analyses were performed

using NTSYSpc statistical software V2.2 (Rohlf, 2009). The analysis generated four principal
components that were plotted.
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NTSYSpc ver.2.1 was used to
calculate genetic similarity

coefficients and to construct
phylogenetic trees. The Phylogenetic

tree of Phragmites using ITS gene
sequences was reconstructed using

NTSYSpc ver.2.1 and Phragmites
accessions in China, Japan and

Mediterranean region. In all cases, the
results show that there is a clear

difference between the Japanese and
Chinese accessions (Additional file 1:

Figure 1). The clear amplification
bands from gel electrophoresis were
used in the analysis. Products were
encoded in binary method: position
with bar band were indicated as 1,
and position not appearing were
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indicated as 0. Phylogenetic tree was
performed by using UPGMA method in

the SAHN module of NTSYSpc 2.1
software (Rohlf, 2000). This software

was also utilized to determine the
Jaccards coefficient showing the

genetic relatedness among
accessions. The cut-off values of the

dendrograms were determined based
on calculation method described by

Jamshidi and Jamshidi (2011).
Information on the quality of primers
is determined by the coefficient PIC
(Polymorphism Information Content)

according to the formula of
Chesnokov and Artemyeva (2015).

The Mantel test at a significant level
of 1% in 1.000 permutations was

conducted to identify the correlation
between similarity matrices of two

markers by using program Mantel test
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of Microsoft Excel 2010 (Mantel,
1967). This file is not a free upgrade
from version 2.0 or earlier versions.

You will need a password and an
NTSYSpc version 2.1 registration
serial number in order to run this

program. Save the file (ntsymsv3.exe)
to disk into a temporary directory and
run it by double clicking on it. This will
start the installation process once you
enter a password (the unlocking code
that came with your CD). The install

program will also request a
registration serial number that was

also provided with the CD. The
'Updates' topic in the help file

describes the changes that were
made in this version. Download

(5.8MB). Check the Frequently Asked
Questions file for answers to common

questions about NTSYSpc.
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